DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Warm greetings!
“Strengthening Digital Information and Improving Quality of
Statistical Products and Services: The Ways to Manage the
New Normal” has been the theme of the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA) for the year 2020. The theme signifies the
thrusts for PSA to continually improve the delivery of relevant
and reliable statistics and services through the utilization of
various technological platforms to be able to adopt to the new
normal and address adversities brought by the COVID-19
pandemic.

This year’s annual report highlights the major accomplishments of PSA MIAMROPA in 2020. Among
these are the conduct of the 2020 Census of Population and Housing, household- and establishmentbased surveys, and other various activities in line with the celebration of the 30th Civil Registration
Month and 31st National Statistics Month.
PSA MIMAROPA also continued to conduct data dissemination forum on the results of censuses,
surveys and administrative based statistics which include the Regional Dissemination Forum on
Official Poverty Statistics, Virtual Media Orientation on the Key Concepts of Key Indicators and
Statistics Generated by the PSA, 2019 Report on the Economic Performance of MIMAROPA Region,
Core Regional Indicators Dissemination Forum, and Results of 2018 Census of Philippine Business
and Industry Dissemination Forum.
In addition, the region was also able to release an updated Regional Social and Economic Trends
MIMAROPA, as well as the Statistical Handbook of Women and Men in MIMAROPA.
As we end this year, we will be welcoming 2021, still with the pandemic in our midst. But, now we are
better prepared. May I just remind you not to forget to always incorporate standard safe health
protocols in every activity that you plan in doing. It should always on the top of your list. Let us
welcome 2021 with more positivity and a big heart for our co-employees and the people we serve.
On behalf of PSA MIMAROPA, I am thankful to NEDA MIMAROPA, members of the Regional
Statistics Committee, and to all our data providers and stakeholders for their continued support in all
our undertakings.
Maraming salamat at Mabuhay tayong lahat. Stay healthy and safe.
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ABOUT THE PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY
MANDATE
The PSA shall primarily be
responsible

for

implementation

the

of

the

objectives and provisions
of

RA

10625

or

the

Philippine Statistical Act. It
shall

plan,

prescribe,

develop,
disseminate,

and enforce policies, rules
and

regulations

coordinate

and

government-

wide programs, governing
wide programs, governing the production of official statistics, general-purpose statistics, and
civil registration services. It shall primarily be responsible for all national censuses and
surveys, sectoral statistics, consolidation of selected administrative recording systems, and
compilation of national accounts.

CORE VALUES
Integrity
We observe the highest standards of professional behaviour by exemplifying impartiality and
independence in everything we do. We stand firm against undue influence-ensuring that
integrity cuts across not only in the statistics we deliver, but more importantly, in our people.
Transparency
We ensure transparency in all interactions and transactions to build and nurture trust inside
and outside the PSA. We strive for clear communication, shared knowledge, and informed,
all-inclusive decisions for cultivating mutual respect at all levels of the organization.
Adaptability
We respond to change with a positive attitude and a willingness to learn new ways to deliver
our mandate. We stay on top of technological advancements and never give up in the face of
challenges, instead finding them as opportunities to discover and gain insights to further our
services to the public.
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ABOUT THE PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY
Vision
Solid,

responsive,

world-class
quality
civil

authority

statistics,

on

efficient

registration,

inclusive

and

and

identification

system.

Mission
Deliver relevant and reliable
statistics,
registration

efficient
services

civil
and

registration services and inclusive identification system for equitable development towards
improved quality of life for all.

PSA QUALITY POLICY
We, the Philippine Statistics Authority, commit to deliver relevant and reliable statistics,
efficient civil registration services and inclusive identification system to our clients and
stakeholders.
We adhere to the UN Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics in the production of quality
general-purpose statistics.
We commit to deliver efficient civil registration services and inclusive identification system in
accordance with the laws, rules and regulations, and other statutory requirements.
We endeavour to live by the established core values and corporate personality of PSA and
adopt the appropriate technology in the development of our products and delivery of services
to ensure customer satisfaction.
We commit to continually improve the effectiveness of our Quality Management System
towards equitable development for improved quality of life for all.
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2020 at
A Glance
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Usec. Dennis Mapa witnessed tribal wedding in Oriental Mindoro
The mass wedding ceremony held on 15 February was a partnership between PSA and the
LCRO of Puerto Galera. Three couples from Iraya tribe were wedded by the tribal mayor
accorded with CRASM.
The kasal magulang, as the traditional wedding rites of IPs, was shown with parents as focal
party to the proceedings. After the parents have given their advices and permission, the
designated elders of the community including the mayor were given the authority to conduct
the rituals.
The 30-minute ritual includes the chants and prayers to drive away evil spirits, and as the
parents gave their blessings, the couples were wrapped in traditional buli mats symbolizing
the union.
Usec. Mapa expressed his amazement on how the tribal group were able to preserve their
traditions, and expressed continued support from the office. Director Rioflorido informed the
guests and participants of the continued effort of the region to find ways to help and promote
the preservation of the IP culture and tradition.
Usec. Dennis Mapa visited Oriental Mindoro. The purpose of his visit was to attend and serve
as witness in the Kasalang Bayan, most especially of a community of an indigenous people
(IP) in Puerto Galera.

Signing of certificate of marriage of newly
wedded IP couples

Usec. Mapa, together with Dir. Rioflorido, in group picture with
the three wedded IP couples
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Virtual Media Orientation on the Key Concepts of Key Indicators and
Statistics Generated by the PSA
The virtual orientation was conducted on 29 October in Calapan
City, Oriental Mindoro as part of the 31st NSM celebration. About
65 participants attended the virtual orientation. Twelve were from
the different RLAs and seven media personnel including the four
provincial offices of PIA MIMAROPA. The PPDOs in the five
provinces of the region also confirmed their attendance.
This activity was conducted to inform participants about the
concepts of census or survey key indicators generated by the PSA
and timeline of release of data. This also instills awareness and
appreciation of statistics generated by the PSA and strengthens
collaboration with PSA’s stakeholders, including media.
The highlights of the activities were the presentation of concepts
of key indicators and results from the nine different products and
services of the PSA through videographics.

Consultation

Workshop

with

Director Rioflorido delivers her
welcome remarks

Stakeholders

in

the

Agriculture

and

Fisheries Sector
The workshop was conducted by the PSA to different regions as one of the on-going activities
in the revision and rebasing from 2000 to 2018 of the NAP. As primary input in the estimation
of the NAP, the valuation of the performance of agriculture needs to be revised and rebased.
To gather inputs and parameters in the Agriculture and Fisheries Sector, the consultation
workshop with stakeholders was conducted on 02 March in Calapan City. Oriental Mindoro
that was attended by PSA MIMAROPA and other stakeholders from the different RLAs and
private institutions.
A day before the workshop, PSA and BFAR employees conducted field visit in Santos
Aquafarm, Brackishwater Fisheries Research Station and Halcon Fishpond.

Field visit in Santos Aquafarm in Kalinisan, Naujan
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Field visit in Brackishwater Fisheries Research
Station in Barcenaga, Naujan.

2018 Full Year Poverty Statistics Regional Dissemination Forum

Director Susan Sumbeling delivers a statement on the results of the 2018 official

The 2018 Full Year Poverty Statistics Regional Data Dissemination Forum in MIMAROPA was
conducted on 28 January in Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro. Dir. Leni Rioflorido, in her
message, emphasized that through this forum, LGUs should have a good appreciation on
poverty statistics so that all appropriate policies and programs are fully crafted and
implemented within their area of jurisdiction. The data presented during the dissemination
forum was based on the results of the 2018 FIES. About 76 participants attended the forum
composed of representatives from the different RLAs, LGUs, academe, and media.

Virtual Press Conference on the 2020 CPH Official Launch
The launching was conducted via virtual platform on 28 August in Calapan City, Oriental
Mindoro and was attended by media partners in the region.
Dir. Leni Rioflorido, in her message, stated that the 2020 CPH is one of the most important
undertaking of the PSA. According to her, the health guidelines being implemented by the
IATF are strictly followed by enumerators this time of pandemic. She added that PSA devised
several ways to participate in the census as a means to adapt to the various circumstances
such as face-to-face interview, CAPI, SAQ, PATI, and CAWI.
Dir. Susan A. Sumbeling, OIC Regional Director of NEDA MIMAROPA and Chairperson of RCCB
also gave her message. She said that the 2020 CPH preparatory activities were undertaken to
ensure the effective and efficient conduct of the census. She added that the data will also
help the policymakers and decision makers in crafting the socioeconomic policies toward
realizing a matatag, maginhawa, at panatag na buhay para sa ating lahat.
Gov. Presbitero J. Velasco, Gov. Eduardo B. Gadiano, Gov. Jose Ch. Alvarez, and Gov. Jose R.
Riano gave their support by sending videotaped message encouraging everyone to join and
be counted.
Sama na, Census na!
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TIMELINE
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(BY CATEGORY)
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I. STATISTICAL OPERATIONS


CENSUS and SAMPLING FRAMES

2020 Census of Population and Housing (2020 CPH)
The 2020 CPH aims to provide government executives, policy and decision makers, and planners with
updated population and housing data as bases for social and economic development plans, policies, and
programs at the national and local levels.

Table 2. Completion Date of Enumeration by Province
Region / Province

Number of EAs

Date Completed

MIMAROPA

3,913

December 18

Marinduque

326

November 21

Occidental Mindoro

638

October 20

Oriental Mindoro

1,049

October 17

Palawan

1,497

December 18

Romblon

403

October 15

2020 Geo-tagging of Building Structures
The tablet-aided geo-tagging of building structures is a 5-year (2016-2020) rolling scheme field updating
of GIS-based maps that includes validation of sampling frame, geo-tagging of building footprints, and
technology-based EA delineation in preparation for the 2020 CPH.
In the geo-tagging process, vector data are created by marking or tagging building structures as points in
the digitized map simultaneously integrating attributes such as address of building, building type, number
of floors, among others.
The attached statistical information to the vector point can be further expanded by integrating census
information as added attributes during the actual conduct of the census operation.
The results of this activity will facilitate the application of spatial analysis and intelligent data visualization
using dynamic maps through the integration of geospatial and statistical information leading to the
modernization of statistical business processes of the PSA.
The status of block mapping by province is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Status of printing of Barangay/EA Block Maps
as of June 30, 2020
PROVINCE

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MAPS FOR PRINTING

TOTAL NUMBER
PRINTED

PERCENT
COMPLETED

Occidental Mindoro

8,063

8,063

100%

Oriental Mindoro

14,694

14,694

100%

Palawan

20,289

20,289

100%

4,061

4,061

100%

11,822

11,822

100%

Puerto Princesa City
Romblon
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HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

2020 Labor Force Survey (LFS)
LFS is a quarterly nationwide survey that provides statistics on the levels and trends of employment,
unemployment, and underemployment for the country as a whole, and for each of the administrative
regions.
The response rate of the survey by province in every quarter is shown in Figure 1.

2020 Annual Poverty Indicators Survey (APIS)
APIS is a nationwide survey designed to provide information on the different non-income indicators
related to poverty and gather data on the socioeconomic profile of families and other information that are
related to their living conditions.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 2.
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2020 Consumer Expectations Survey (CES)
CES is a household-based survey on the consumers’ assessment of their financial situation, the economic
condition of the country and the overall performance of the government. It is undertaken in collaboration
with the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. It is conducted in three provinces of MIMAROPA: Marinduque;
Oriental Mindoro; and Palawan.
The response rates of the survey by province is shown in Figure 3.

2020 Survey on Overseas Filipinos (SOF)
SOF is a nationwide undertaking that seeks to gather information on Filipino citizens abroad, including
overseas workers, who left the country for employment during the five years preceding the survey.
It is conducted every year as a rider survey to the October round of the LFS.
The response rates of the survey by province is shown in Figure 4.
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2020 Monthly Palay and Corn Situation Reporting System (MPCSRS)
MPCSRS is a nationwide survey which serves as a monitoring system on the growing conditions and
actual plantings of palay and corn.
The survey provides monthly updates of the forecasts generated by the PCPS, as well as monthly reports
on the area and production of the said crops nationwide.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 5.

2020 Crops Production Survey (CrPS)
CrPS is a quarterly survey which aims to generate basic production statistics for crops other than palay
and corn at the national and sub-national levels. Nineteen major crops under the Other Crops sub-sector
are highlighted in the performance of Philippine Agriculture Report.
The response rate of the survey by province in every quarter is shown in Figure 6.
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2020 Quarterly Aquaculture Survey (QAqS)
QAqS generates data on volume and value of aquaculture production by aquafarm type, by culture
environment, by species at the national, regional and provincial levels.
The response rates of the survey by province is shown in Figure 7.

Note: No survey was conducted in Palawan for the 1st quarter due to COVID-19 pandemic

2020 Quarterly Municipal Fisheries Survey (QMFS)
QMFS generates data on volume and value of fish unloaded at municipal landing centers by species at the
national, regional, and provincial levels.
The response rates of the survey by province is shown in Figure 8.
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2020 Palay and Corn Production Survey (PCPS)
PCPS is a nationwide survey conducted quarterly. It generate estimates and forecasts on palay and corn
areas, production, and yield, which serve as inputs in developing policies and programs for the said
crops.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 9.

2020 Palay and Corn Stock Survey (PCSS)
PCSS is a monthly survey conducted to achieve the following objectives: generate data on the current
stock of rice and corn in farming and non-farming households; serve as input in the analysis of the
seasonal trends and variations in the supply of rice and corn; serve as input for forecasting future supply;
demand and prices of palay and corn; assist policymakers in the formulation, implementation, and
administration of agricultural economic programs; and guide farmers in forming decisions relative to
agricultural activities aimed at improving profitability.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 10.
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2020 Backyard Livestock Poultry Survey (BLPS)
BLPS is a nationwide major survey which aims to generate primary data on supply and disposition of
animals from backyard farms (small hold raisers). The purpose of the survey is to be able to determine/
measure the performance of the livestock and poultry industry.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 11.

Note: No survey was conducted in Oriental Mindoro for the 1st quarter due to COVID-19 pandemic

2020 Farm Price Survey (FPS)
FPS is a monthly national survey covering all regions. Each province has a basket of FPS commodities.
The main objective of FPS is to generate estimates of farmgate or producer’s prices at the first point of
sale.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 12.

2020 Agricultural Wage Rate Survey (AWRS)
AWRS is a household–based survey which is conducted to generate estimates of daily wage rates of
workers in agriculture (i.e., cost of farm labor/or daily wage rates of palay, corn, coconut and sugarcane
farm workers). The main objective of FPS is to generate estimates of farmgate or producer’s prices at the
first point of sale.
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ESTABLISHMENT-BASED SURVEYS

2020 Quarterly Survey on Philippine Business and Industry (QSPBI)
QSPBI is one of the designated statistical activities of the PSA which aims to collect data on employment,
compensation, value of production, total revenue/sales, total inventory of goods and capacity utilization.
The response rate of the survey by province in every quarter is shown in Figure 13.
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2019 Annual Survey on Philippine

2019 Survey on Information and

Business and Industry (ASPBI)

Information Technology

Data
collected
from
the
survey
provides
information on the levels, structure, performance
and trends of economic activities of the formal
sector in the entire country.

SICT is a nationwide survey aimed to collect and
generate
information
on
the
availability,
distribution and access/utilization of ICT among
establishments in the country

The response rate of the survey by province is

The response rate of the survey by province is

shown in Figure 14.

shown in Figure 15.

2020 Commercial Livestock and Poultry Survey (CLPS)
CPLS is a nationwide survey which aims to generate primary data on supply and disposition of animals
from commercial farms. The purpose of the survey is to be able to determine/measure the performance
of the livestock and poultry industry.
The response rate of the survey by province in every quarter is shown in Figure 16.

Note: No survey was conducted in Oriental Mindoro for the 1st quarter due to COVID-19 pandemic

2020 Quarterly Commercial Fisheries Survey (QCFS)
QCFS generates data on volume and value of fish unloaded at commercial landing centers by species at
the national, regional, and provincial levels.
The response rate of the survey by province is shown in Figure 17.
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2020 Consumer Price Index (CPI)
The CPI is an indicator of the change in the average retail prices of a fixed basket of goods and services
commonly purchased by households relative to a base year. It is most widely used in the calculation of
the inflation rate and purchasing power of peso.

Inflation Rate
The inflation rate is the annual rate of change or the year-on-year change of the CPI expressed in
percent. Inflation is interpreted in terms of declining purchasing power of money.

Table 4. 2020 CPI and Inflation Rate by Month

Year/Month

CPI

Inflation Rate

January

125.2

3.2

February

125.3

3.2

March

124.9

3.1

April

124.7

3.0

May

124.7

3.1

June

125.6

3.3

July

125.3

2.9

August

126.3

3.1

September

127.1

3.2

October

127.3

3.0

November

128.4

3.8

129.6

4.4

December

2020 Monthly Integrated Surveys of Selected Industries (MISSI)
MISSI collects data on employment, compensation, value of production, sales from manufacturing
activity, other income, inventories of finished products, work-in progress and raw materials and capacity
utilization. Palawan is the only province in MIMAROPA with MISSI sample.

Labor Turnover Survey (LTS)
LTS is a quarterly survey conducted by the PSA. It aims to generate data on labor turnover and job
vacancies of labor demand and general business situation of the country.
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ADMINISTRATIVE-BASED DATA

Foreign Trade Statistics

Table 5. Number of Collected Documents for
Foreign Trade Statistics by Month

Month
January
February
March
Electronic data files being provided by the BOC April
to PSA on a monthly basis were included in the May
generation of monthly foreign trade statistics.
June
July
For MIMAROPA, only the province of Palawan
August
collects import and export documents.
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

Import
30
28
34
34
34
34
30
30
28
38
48
368

Foreign Trade Statistics constitutes data on
imports and exports that are derived from the
various imports and exports documents of the
Bureau of Customs (BOC).

Domestic Trade Statistics
(DOMSTAT)
DOMSTAT refers to air, rail and
coastwise trade statistics collected
and compiled monthly, quarterly, and
annually based from airway bills,
daily report of outgoing shipments,
coasting and passenger manifests.
All provinces of the region collected
coastwise and passenger manifests.

Export
30
28
34
34
34
34
30
30
28
38
48
368

Table 6. Number of Collected Documents for Domestic
Trade Statistics by Month

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

Building Construction Statistics from
Approved Building Permits

Coastwise
1,117
1,194
964
95
351
376
329
228
297
244
337
366
5,898

Air Waybill
552
528
270
91
81
14
268
230
2,034

Table 7. Number of Approved Building
Permit by Month

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
Data on number, floor area, type and value of July
construction are taken from original application for August
approved building permits collected by five provinces September
of the region.
October
November
December
TOTAL
Building construction statistics from approved building
permits submitted to Local Building Officials relate to
data on new construction and additions, alterations
and repairs of residential and non-residential buildings
and other structures undertaken in all cities and
municipalities in the country.

Passenger
1,944
2,789
2,033
411
579
1,134
1,400
1,325
1,330
1,180
399
437
14,961

Building Permit
652
340
82
114
438
429
221
480
454
321
470
492
4,493
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II. STATISTICAL PLANNING & COORDINATION
REGIONAL STATISTICS COMMITTEE (RSC) MIMAROPA
RSC was established by virtue of
PSA

Board

Resolution

No.

5,

series of 2015. It aims to provide
direction

and

guidance

to

the

regional development activities. It
shall serve as the highest policy
making body on statistical issues

MEMBERS
BLGF

Dir. CONSOLACION Q. AGCAOILI

BSP

Dir. CARINA P. DEL ROSARIO

CDA

Dir. CRISTINA H. VILLAMIL

CHED
DA

Atty. JOSELITO C. ALISUAG
Dir. ANTONIO G. GERUNDIO

at the regional level.

DAR

Dir. ZORAIDA O. MACADINDANG, Al
Hadj JD

RSC MIMAROPA has 28 member

DBM

Dir. MARIA ANGELITA C. CELLS

agencies.
For 2020, RSC MIMAROPA has
passed

and

10 resolutions.

approved

DENR

Dir. MA. LOURDES . FERRER

DepEd

Dir. NICOLAS T. CAPULONG

DILG

Dir. WILHELM M. SUYKO

DOH

Dir. MARIO S. BAQUILOD

DOLE

Atty. JOFFREY M. SUYAO

DOST

Dir. MA. JOSEFINA P. ABILAY

DOT
2020 RSC MIMAROPA
Officials:

DPWH

Dir. YOLANDA L. TANGCO

DSWD

Dir. PURIFICACION R. ARRIOLA

DTI

Acting Chairperson:

NCIP

SUSAN A. SUMBELING

PIA

OIC Regional Director
NEDA MIMAROPA
Vice Chairperson:
LENI R. RIOFLORIDO

Dir. CHRISTOPHER V. MORALES

TESDA
PPDO Marinduque
PPDO Occ. Mindoro
PPDO Or. Mindoro

Dir. JOEL B. VALERA
Dir. ROBERTO L. ALMONTE
Dir. JOSE REUBEN Q. ALAGARAN II
Dir. GAMALIEL VICENTE, JR.
Ms. MARIAN M. CUNANAN
Mr. ANTHONY A. DANTIS
Ms. LYDIA MUÑECA S. MELGAR

Regional Director

PPDO Palawan

Ms. NINFA B. RUBIO

PSA MIMAROPA

PPDO Romblon

Mr. WILLARD B. MORTOS

Secretariat:

Ms. MARIBEL L. BERNARDO
Mr. RAYMOND R. LAPUS
Ms. MA. LEIZL L. MAGBOJOS
Mr. EMERSON V. CAISIP
Ms. RHODA L. SOBREPEÑA
Ms. ANA PATRICIA A. RAMOS
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List of Approved Resolutions
1. Adopting the Revised Manual of Instructions on How to Fill Out Worksheets of the List of
Establishments by Industry
2. Adopting the Criteria for Most Responsive Agencies
3. Adopting the Regional Statistics Committee MIMAROPA Work Program for CY 2020
4. Harmonizing the Philippine Standard Industrial Classification , Philippine Standard Geographic Code
of the Philippine Statistics Authority and the Electronic Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of
the Bureau of Local Government Finance
5. Enjoining the Members of the Regional Statistics Committee MIMAROPA and Other Government
Instrumentalities to Provide Data Support to the Overall Revision and Rebasing of Regional Accounts
6. Approving and Adopting the 2020 Regional Social and Economic Trends MIMAROPA
7. Approving and Adopting the 2019 Statistical Handbook on Women and Men in MIMAROPA
8. Approving and Adopting the Consolidated 2015 to 2019 Data of the Core Regional Indicators of
MIMAROPA
9. Approving and Adopting the 2019 Compendium of Environment Statistics MIMAROPA
10. Approving the CY 2021 Quarterly Regional Statistics Committee Meetings
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NATIONAL STATISTICS MONTH (NSM)
PSA MIMAROPA celebrated the 31st NSM with the theme “Bridging Digital Gaps Making Information
Available to All”.



Opening Ceremony - The opening ceremony of the 31st NSM was conducted on October 1.



Online Selling - RSSO MIMAROPA conducted a month-long
online selling to raise funds for the social responsibility on
Aruga Kapatid Foundation, Incorporated (AKFI). This initiative
will provide necessary funds to buy goods for the elderly which
include but not limited to foods, personal health care kits and
sanitary supplies such as facemask, face shield and alcohol.

Snapshot of the online selling activity



Digital Poster Making Contest - The conduct of the contest served as visual application of the
31st NSM theme. The contest was open to all government agencies, local government units,
academic institutions, state universities and colleges,
and the private sector in the region. The duration of the
contest was from October 13 to 23. A total of 13
participants submitted their entries and was evaluated
by the board of judges. The top three winners were
selected and awarded during the closing ceremony
which was held on October 30 at RSSO MIMAROPA via
virtual platform. The most outstanding piece declared as
the first placer was the entry from Oriental Mindoro
National High School. Through this, public awareness
and

appreciation of the importance

statistics was achieved.

Entries to the digital poster making contest



Training on Urban Vegetable Production Technology - The training
was conducted on October 19 in partnership with Agricultural Training
Institute (ATI) MIMAROPA. The urban vegetable production technology
was discussed and the lecture included different types of vegetables and
how to prepare them before planting.
After the conduct of the training, the participants received starter kits
composed of seeds, eight (8) nursery plastic pots, hand pressure sprayer,
garden trowel, two (2) bags of carbonized rice hull, and a bag of compost
to start their own urban gardens.

Mr. Ruben Jugno of ATI MIMAROPA
awards the certificate of participation
and starter kit to RD Rioflorido
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Training on Videographics - RSSO MIMAROPA conducted training on videographics on October
22. The training objective was to capacitate the participants with the knowledge and skills in
presenting statistical data and administrative reports using videographics.
Ms. Ana Patricia Ramos, Statistical Analyst, discussed the basics of creating infographics as well as
the do’s and don’ts in infographic design. Ms. Rachel Vasquez, Assistant Statistician, lectured on the
introduction to videographics. She also discussed the steps on how to create a videographics using
Microsoft Powerpoint.
After the presentations, the participants were grouped into two. Each group presented their outputs
after the workshop.



Use of MS Excel for Data Management and Statistical Analysis - The training was held on
October 23 at RSSO MIMAROPA to appreciate the use of MS
Excel software in managing data from censuses and surveys,
administrative

data,

as

well

as

preparations

of

some

administrative reports.
Ms. Ma. Leizl Magbojos, Statistical Specialist II, presented the
introduction of the MS Excel. She discussed various functions
which can be utilized in managing data from censuses and
surveys.
After the presentations, an actual demonstration was done.
The actual use of editing-fill, cell referencing, if functions,

Ms. Ma. Leizl Magbojos presents the various
functions of MS Excel

count functions, text functions, vlookup, and pivot table were
demonstrated



Workshop on Strategic Communication and Technical Writing - The activity aimed to sharpen
the strategic thinking skills of participants in order to communicate more effectively.

The topics

discussed were basic English grammar, basics of letter writing, basics of data presentation and
general information on technical writing. Participants were able to review the basic and confusing
noun and verb agreement, the use of indefinite nouns, expressions inserted between subject and
verb phrase, and functional expressions.



Giftgiving to AKFI - RSSO MIMAROPA conducted an outreach program at AKFI. The activity aimed
to reach out to elderly and to extend help for those who have no birth record.
Mr. Lito Vergara, Administrator of AKFI, welcomed PSA MIMAROPA. He mentioned that the outreach
program helped the elderly a lot especially on this time of
pandemic.
Ms. Veneranda Mendoza, Registration Officer IV, discussed the
importance of civil registration. At the end of discussion, the
elders and the staff of AKFI were clarified on the significance
of civil registration.
After the presentation, PSA MIMAROPA handed the donations
to the elderly.
RD Leni Rioflorido hands over the donations
to Mr. Lito Vergara.
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Mangrove Planting at Silonay Mangrove Conservation and Ecopark - The mangrove planting
was conducted on October 29 in coordination with Barangay
Silonay

and

Samasamang

Nagkakaisang

Pamayanan

ng

Silonay, an organization that advocates the protection and
preservation of the environment especially the mangrove
ecosystems.
The activity was conducted to raise awareness of the
significance of mangroves in coastal ecosystem. It was
attended

by

Police

Regional

Office

(PRO)

MIMAROPA,

PBGEN Pascual Muñoz together with PRO Department of Information and Communications Technology
MIMAROPA staff during the mangrove
Oriental Mindoro, and Calapan City Fire Station.
planting



Virtual Media Orientation on the Concepts of Key Indicators and Statistics Generated by
the PSA - The orientation was conducted on October 29, 2020 via virtual platform. It was attended
by regional line agencies, media, and LGUs.
The activity was conducted to inform the participants about the concepts of census or survey key
indicators generated by the PSA. It also strengthened the collaboration with PSA’s stakeholders,
including media.
The highlights of the activity were the presentation of concepts and key indicators, and the results
from the different products and services of the PSA through videographics.



4 Pics Stat Word - A statistical quiz was conducted on October
29, 2020. It aims to strengthen and assess the knowledge of the
regional staff on the different concepts used in censuses and
survey undertakings of PSA by means of pictures.
Participants were grouped into four with four members each.
After two rounds, all points summed up and group 1 bagged the
top place with 19 points.
Participants to the quiz



Closing Ceremony - To conclude the 31st NSM celebration, a closing ceremony was conducted on
October 30. RD Leni Rioflorido, in her message,

expressed that the theme for the 31 st NSM

celebration is in line with how the agency’s initiatives to cope up with the new normal brought about
by the COVID-19 pandemic. RD Susan Sumbeling, OIC RD of NEDA MIMAROPA congratulated PSA
MIMAROPA for the conduct of 31st NSM despite the pandemic. She highlighted the importance of
data appreciation especially in policy formulation. RD Cheryl Ortega, RD of DICT Luzon Cluster 3,
stated that in the midst of the worldwide health crisis, it is essential to address the need for social
equality in terms of technological advancement as the new normal lies basically on the online
services and transactions.
The awarding for the digital poster making contest followed, as well as the videographics contest.
PSA MIMAROPA also awarded the top 10 most responsive agencies namely: 1) DepEd MIMAROPA;
2) DENR MIMAROPA; 3) DTI MIMAROPA; 4) PPDO Oriental Mindoro; 5) DAR MIMAROPA; 6) DOH
MIMAROPA; 7) CDA MIMAROPA; 8) TESDA MIMAROPA; 9) NIA MIMAROPA; and 10) DOLE
MIMAROPA.
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CORE ReGional InDICATORS (CoRe-Is)

\

CoRe Is Dissemination Forum
RSSO MIMAROPA conducted CoRe-Is Dissemination Forum on December 10 through videoconference.
RD Leni Rioflorido rendered a welcome remarks. She mentioned
that

PSA

is

on

the

process

of

monitoring

the

Regional

Development Plan, Sustainable Development Goals, and CoRe-Is
to provide planners, policymakers and stakeholders a description
and assessment of the overall performance of the region with
respect to its economic, social and multi-domain sectors. She
also took the opportunity to thank every local government unit in
the region for providing the necessary data on the list of establishments by industry which served as the validation parameter
during the Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) and Gross Regional Domestic Expenditure (GRDE)
estimation.
Ms. Ma. Leizl Magbojos, Statistical Specialist II, presented the highlights on CoRe-Is updates.
Ms. Maribel Bernardo, Chief Statistical Specialist, delivered the closing remarks. She mentioned that
PSA conducted series of workshops to know the set of indicators that were common to all regions in the
country and PSA started to compile these indicators. In the end, she hoped that data providers will
continue their support to PSA undertakings.
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II. STATISTICAL FRAMEWORKS & INDICATORS SYSTEM
GROSS REGIONAL DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GRDP) /
GROSS REGIONAL DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE (GRDE)

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted the Dissemination Forum on the 2019 Report on the Economic Performance
of MIMAROPA on November 20 in Calapan City.
The highlights of the forum were the result of the thorough GRDP/GRDE estimation and deliberation.
The forum provided an overview of the economic performance of the region, came up with a more
accurate description and assessment of the economic performance of the region.
The GRDP of MIMAROPA region grew only at a slower pace by 3.9 percent in 2019 compared with the
8.6 percent growth in 2018. This was driven by electricity, water, waste management, wholesale and
retail, repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles, and financial insurance activities, which are mostly from
the services sector. Services posted the highest growth rate at 6.0 percent which was a few matches
down from the 8.8 percent in 2018. Further, among the twelve regions that posted deceleration growth,
MIMAROPA downscaled the most, wherein industry and services sector weighed heavily in the region’s
economy. However, on a positive note, the gross capital formation posted the fastest growth rate at
19.8 percent in 2019. It was followed by imports of goods and services at 12.8 percent.
As highlighted by NEDA MIMAROPA, they encouraged all private
sectors and MIMAROPAns to be one with the government in
facing the challenges of sustaining our economy’s growth rate
and contributing to the attainment of a matatag, maginhawa, at
panatag na buhay para sa lahat.
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IV. CIVIL REGISTRATION
CIVIL REGISTRATION MONTH (CRM)
RSSO MIMAROPA conducted the following activities for the 30th CRM with the theme “Shaping Civil
Registration and Vital Statistics by Embracing New Trends in the 4th Industrial Revolution.
Motorcade and Opening Ceremony - In celebration of
the 30th CRM, RSSO MIMAROPA participated in the kick-off
activities organized by PSA Oriental Mindoro, these include
motorcade and the opening ceremony.
Representatives from BFP, PNP, NEDA, LCRO Calapan,
LCRO

Baco,

and

members

of

religious

organizations

attended the said activity. After the motorcade, a short
program was conducted to showcase the planned activities
of the CCRO, PSA MIMAROPA and PSA Oriental Mindoro.
On the other hand, RD Rioflorido participated in the kick-off activities of PSA Palawan. She also
delivered her opening message and gave an overview about the PhilSys ID.

Information Dissemination and Civil Registration Quiz - RSSO MIMAROPA conducted information
dissemination to senior high school students of the following schools:
1. Southfield Educational Foundation Philippines, Inc.
2. Saint Anthony College, and
3. Santo Niño School of Roxas, Inc.
A brief explanation of the theme was presented . The theme is the extension of innovatio , which was
the theme in 2019. As the 4IR turns innovation to the next level, PSA’s vision of developing, diffusing,
and implementing new technologies and approach on quality statistics and efficient civil registration will
be the core objective in shaping a “future-proof” environment for all.
Civil registration and its importance, laws, and civil registration services were also presented. After the
presentations, a short quiz was administered. Fifteen students participated in each school.

SS II Ella Jean Del Rosario discussing the civil registration
laws

The students and teachers of Saint Anthony College during
the information dissemination campaign
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CREATION OF MIMAROPA INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL REGISTRATION AND VITAL
STATISTICS (IACCRVS)
RD Leni Rioflorido called for a meeting to create the
Sub-National

Inter-Agency

Registration

in

Memorandum

Committee

MIMAROPA

as

2020-11.

She

No.

on

per

Civil
Office

delivered

a

message with a gist on the reason for the creation of
MIMAROPA IACCRVS.
Ms. Ella Jean Del Rosario, Statistical Specialist II,
presented the CRVS decade, while Ms. Veneranda
F. Mendoza, Registration Officer IV, presented the
CRVS activities conducted by PSA MIMAROPA. RD
Rioflorido presented the composition and terms of
reference of IACCRVS.
The meeting ended with a created committee.

DECENTRALIZED COPY ANNOTATION PROJECT (DeCAP) CONCEPT and DETAILED VIRTUAL
TRAINING /WORKSHOP
RSSO MIMAROPA conducted DeCAP virtual training on the following provinces: Palawan; Marinduque;
Oriental Mindoro; Occidental Mindoro; and Romblon.
The purpose of the training is to re-echo and review
the detailed process and standard annotation of civil
registry documents to avoid error and negative
feedback. The topics discussed were Memorandum
Circular No. 2010-04 and Circular 91-6, R.A. 9048,
and R.A 10172.

TRAINING ON AO 1 SERIES OF 2007 and OTHER CIVIL REGISTRATION RULES AND
REGULATIONS FOR SOLEMNIZING OFFICERS
RSSO MIMAROPA conducted Virtual Training on
AO 1 Series of 2007 and Other Civil Registration
Rules and Regulations for Solemnizing Officers on
December 10 to 11. It was participated by
different religious sect from MIMAROPA.
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DOUBLE/MULTIPLE REGISTRATION
MIMAROPA listed a total of 682 cases of double/multiple registration of birth reported for the year 2020.
244 was recorded from Calapan City Outlet while 438 from Puerto Princesa Outlet.
Table 7 shows the number of cases of double/multiple registration of birth reported in MIMAROPA.

Table 7. Report on the Number of Double/Multiple Registration

Month

Calapan City Outlet

Puerto Princesa City Outlet

33
33
9
34
27
21
7
20
20
15
25
244

45
37
22
47
36
44
32
28
51
51
45
438

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

CERTIFICATION

OF

REGISTRATION

OF

AUTHORITY

SOLEMNIZE MARRIAGE (CRASM)
MIMAROPA has issued a total of 265 CRASM for the year 2020.
Table 8 shows the number of issued CRASM in the region.

Table 8. Number of Processed CRASM of MIMAROPA: 2020

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

No. of Processed CRASM
66
38
10
5
5
4
4
4
8
89
32
265

TO

VITAL STATISTICS
Vital statistics are data
derived from the information
obtained at the time when
the occurrences of vital
event
and
their
characteristics are inscribed
in a civil register.
Vital acts and events are the
births, deaths, fetal deaths,
marriages, and all such
events that have something
to do with an individual’s
entrance and departure from
life
together
with
the
changes in civil status that
may occur to a person
during his lifetime.
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PROVINCIAL
OPERATIONS
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MARINDUQUE
Conduct of Municipal Census Coordinating Board
(MCCB) MEETINGS
Despite the delays in the conduct of the 2020 CPH, meetings with the six local MCCBs took off in July.
All MCCBs showed full support to the pre-census activities of the PSA and census personnel during the
pre-enumeration, enumeration, and post-enumeration phases of the decade census, such as the
following: free use of venues for qualifying examinations for census personnel applicants; presence of
local PNP and RHU personnel to ensure that minimum health protocols are maintained by applicants
during qualifying exams and interview periods; free shirts for all MCCB members, hired census
personnel and other PSA employees; provision of secured headquarters to PSA for the duration of the
census operations in each municipality; free venue for the fourth level trainings; and sponsorship of
2020 CPH tarpaulins to be displayed in selected public areas in each municipality

Conduct of MCCB meetings in the six municipalities
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OCCIDENTAL MINDORO
PSA 7th ANNIVERSARY celebration
September is the celebration of the PSA Anniversary. The theme for the 7th Anniversary is “PSA
Embracing New Normal in the 4IR”.
PSA Occidental Mindoro celebrated the anniversary with holy mass and blessing of the office. As part of
the program, the office participated in the online celebration of Central Office and listened to the
message of Undersecretary Dennis Mapa. During the program, PSO Samuel A. Villar was awarded with
a certificate of recognition as one of the retired officials. On the other hand, Carla Joy I. Sari,
Registration Officer I, was awarded with a certificate of recognition as ninth placer in the DeCap
training.
Other activities include boodle fight, parlor games, and 2020 CPH dance challenge. Amidst the
pandemic, PSA Occidental Mindoro was able to have a simple anniversary celebration with all the
necessary health protocols being observed.

PSO Samuel A. Villar awarded with certificate
ofrecognition

Participation in the online celebration of Central
Office
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ORIENTAL MINDORO
ADOPT-a-MANGROVE SITE
PSA Oriental Mindoro adopt a mangrove site project as part of the yearly celebration of PSA Anniversary
in partnership with the Oriental Mindoro Medical Society and Rotary Club of West Naujan and Calapan
City. The mangrove planting is also part of the social responsibility project for almost three years in the
same site. The team managed to plant three hundred pieces of mangrove propagules (bakawan planting
materials) at Mahal na Pangalan on September 13. The office wants to achieve the sustainability of the
project and aims to see the development of the mangrove area in the coming years.

PALAWAN
30th CRM CELEBRATION
To mark the 30th CRM, PSA Palawan kicked-off the celebration with a motorcade within the city proper
on February 5.
The activity was followed with a quiz bee participated by municipal civil registrars and staff. Information
dissemination in civil registration was also done through out the CRM celebration thru: 1) meeting with
LCROs; 2) local radio programs; 3) founding anniversary in Barangay Magara, Roxas; 4) educational
campaign in Sicsican National High School; and 5) Kapihan sa PIA.

Conduct of CR Quiz Bee

Motorcade within City proper
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ROMBLON
Conduct of 2020 CPH
The training on 2020 CPH was conducted in the province on September 1 to 29 with 295 enumerators,
60 team supervisors, 19 census area supervisors and 8 head census area supervisors involved.

Training for enumerations conducted in all municipalities posed a great challenge due to the strict
implementation of minimum health protocols as LGUs strictly monitored the conduct of the training.
Assistance by the municipal health offices also mattered a lot in monitoring the health conditions of the
trainees.
During the conduct of the census, enumerators braved to take the risk in conducting the census in order to
have an updated inventory of population and housing units in the province. The first challenge is the
household itself as they tend to refuse granting interview because of the threat of the virus transmission.
With the assistance from the LGUs, households are persuaded for interview just followed the social
distancing and use of personal protective equipment or PPEs. In municipalities of Sta. Maria and San
Fernando, delays in starting the enumeration was experienced because of the declaration of local
lockdown.
Overall, the census in the province has been successful. It was noted, however, that there are households
not able to return home, as per information from barangay officials, in time for the census because they
were stranded in the place they are currently in during the conduct of the census.
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SUPPORT FOR
OPERATIONS

6
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MID-Year performance review sessionS report
A

presentation

of

Mid-Year

Performance

Review

Session Reports was conducted on July 30. It was
participated

by

MIMAROPA.

Major

regular

employees

accomplishments

for

of
the

RSSO
first

semester were presented. Revised 2020 work program
was also presented, as well as challenges/issues for
every activity. The last part was the presentation of
IPCR/OPCR.

2021 Regional Planning Workshop (RPW)
In order to cascade the 2021 PSA-wide plan to the regional and provincial officials and staff, PSA
Central Office issued Office Memorandum No. 2020-141, directing field offices to conduct 2021 Field
Office Planning Workshop and General Assembly. RSSO MIMAROPA conducted 2021 RPW on December
22 to 23, in accordance with the aforementioned office memorandum. The workshop was attended by
selected staff from the regional and provincial offices. During the two-day workshop, the 2021 work
program of the different services and units were discussed. During the planning workshop, RD Rioflorido
encouraged all staff to conduct self-evaluation—to assess what they have learned and what they have
realized about themselves during the pandemic. She also stressed that everyone should maximize the
time and resources to deliver the kind of output expected to everyone.
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FINDING STRENGTH AMIDST UNCERTAINTIES
The corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
may be stressful for people. Fear and anxiety about a
new

disease

and

what

could

happen

can

overwhelming and cause strong emotions.

be

Public

health actions, such as social distancing, can make
people feel isolated and lonely and can increase stress
and

anxiety.

Government

Employees

are

not

exempted on this. As part of Physical and mental
fitness program of RSSO MIMAROPA, Mr. Maximo C.
Closa, Jr. was invited to conduct a training entitled
“Finding Strength Amidst Uncertainties”. The aim of
this activity is to promote a healthy lifestyle among government employees of

RSSO MIMAROPA

especially nowadays that we are experiencing a pandemic.
The speaker gave signs of stress on people and gave an individual assessment for all participants to
know the level of stress their experiencing. Majority of the participants resulted to have high level of
stress. He also gave an activity of mindfulness for everyone where he played an instrumental music
while all participants are meditating. He also taught a 15 minutes stretch break that can be done at the
office. According to the speaker, for us to cope with stress and anxiety we need to help each other by
taking advantage of the technology we have now. He encouraged everyone to be of help to people who
shows suicidal acts. The speaker showed several videos that tells what really matters in life. That is
love and compassion to one another. The participants were refreshed and been inspired to practice
positive attitude always.

LECTURE ON PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
In line with the promotion of health and wellness in
the workplace, RSSO MIMAROPA conducted Wellness
Activity through Lecture on Personality Development
and

Service

Excellence

last

November

26.

City

Councilor Rius Anthony C. Agua, a graduate of AB
Psychology

and

Human

Resource

Development,

served as the resource speaker and it was participated
by RSSO MIMAROPA personnel. The activity aimed to
promote

physical

and

mental

fitness

among

employees to become more productive and effective in
fulfilling their functions in the organization. Also,
RSSO MIMAROPA recognized the importance of a healthy body and mind of its employees in performing
duties and responsibilities. The speaker provided the participants with good insights on the importance
of personality development and how it can influence service excellence as government employees. The
lecture was full of positivity, liveliness and very helpful in building good relations within the workplace
and developing one’s personality that could lead to over-all wellness of PSA MIMAROPA employees.
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TRAINING ON BASIC ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
The

Training

on

Basic

Accounting

Policies

and

Procedures was conducted to inform the employees
and

certifying

officials

about

their

duties,

responsibilities and accountabilities in government
funds and properties. This gave an opportunity to
revisit the current process of the agency and be
reminded of the appropriate actions in handling
government

fund

and

properties.

The

training

started with opening prayer and singing of national
anthem. RD Leni R. Rioflorido gave insights of
importance of following policies and procedures to
avoid audit findings. The training’s resource person was Accountant III Ma. Lyra E. Baculo. She also
gave a lecture on COA Circular 2012-003 Updated Guidelines for the Prevention and Disallowance of
Irregular, Unnecessary, Excessive, Extravagant and Unconscionable Expenditures. Samples were
presented for better understanding. The Overview of 2020 Budget was presented by Budget Officer II
Genelene M. Gasic. She showed the fund balance as of October 31. This gave an idea of the current
status of fund that may be used for the last quarter of 2020. The training ended with the presentation
of certificate of appreciation to the resource speakers and closing remarks was rendered by OIC-CRASD
Chief Ms. Veneranda F. Mendoza.

TRAINING
ON
PROCEDURES
ADMINISTRATION

POLICIES
AND
ON
LEAVE

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted echo training

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted Training on Policies and

on

Procedures on Leave Administration (PPLA). It was held

System Training held on November 27 at

on November 23 at RSSO MIMAROPA Training Room. It

the RSSO Training Room. Administrative

was headed by AO IV Ma. Liza E. Macatangay and RO

Officer III Catherine U. Ardales, facilitated

IV/OIC-CRASD

was

the said training and tackled briefly the

participated by RSSO MIMAROPA staff. The training was

Internal Control Over Property & Supply

part of Seminar Workshop on PPLA conducted by the

Management

Civil Service Commission held on August 28-30, 2019 at

Forecasting, Ordering, Delivery & Payment

Tree of Life Business Center-Hotel, Salong, Calapan

and Issuance & Utilization, and Disposal of

City, Oriental Mindoro. Administrative Officer IV Ma.

Government Property. Said training was

Liza E. Macatangay of PSA RSSO MIMAROPA and

attended and participated by RSSO regular

Administrative Officer I Tifanny Jo B. Parcon of PSO

staff,

Palawan attended the seminar workshop. The Training

bookkeeper, property officer and disbursing

on PPLA aims to upgrade and enhance the capabilities

officer.

Veneranda

F.

Mendoza

and

of government personnel involved in human resource
work particularly on leave administration.
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TRAINING ON PROPERTY AND
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Property

PSO

and

Supply

System,

Oriental

Management

Procurement,

Mindoro

designated

HUMAN RESOURCE
Table 9. Personnel Placement List as of December 31, 2020

POSITION

SALARY GRADE

NAME OF INCUMBENT

DATE OF
APPOINTMENT

Director II

26

Leni R. Rioflorido

December 08, 2015

Chief Statistical Specialist

24

Maribel L. Bernardo

December 08, 2015

Chief Administrative Officer

24

VACANT

Supervising Statistical
Specialist

22

VACANT

Registration Officer IV

22

Senior Statistical Specialist

19

VACANT

Senior Statistical Specialist

19

VACANT

Accountant III

19

Ma. Lyra E. Baculo

December 08, 2015

Statistical Specialist II

16

Mary Grace T. Ferraro

August 28, 2018

Statistical Specialist II

16

Theodore John M. Del Mundo

December 08, 2015

Statistical Specialist II

16

Ma. Leizl L. Magbojos

August 28, 2018

Statistical Specialist II

16

Raymond R. Lapus

August 28, 2018

Statistical Specialist II

16

Ella Jean Rose T. Del Rosario

September 08, 2017

Administrative Officer IV

15

Genelene M. Gasic

December 08, 2015

Administrative Officer IV

15

Ma. Liza E. Macatangay

September 08, 2017

Administrative Officer III

14

Iva Louzel F. Agua

September 08, 2017

Administrative Officer III

14

Catherine U. Ardales

September 08, 2017

Information Systems Analyst I

12

Emerson V. Caisip

March 1, 2019

Information Officer I

11

Rhoda L. Sobrepeña

September 08, 2017

Statistical Analyst

11

Rolando C. De Paz *

December 08, 2015

Statistical Analyst

11

Dennis C. Hilario *

December 08, 2015

Assistant Statistician

9

Rachel L. Vasquez

March 1, 2019

Assistant Statistician

9

Administrative Assistant III

9

Annaliza D. Sapungan

December 08, 2015

Administrative Assistant II

8

Emma N. Lopez *

December 08, 2015

Administrative Assistant I

7

Blezz Colleen Q. Concepcion

August 22, 2018

Administrative Aide VI

6

Marben E. Marasigan

September 08, 2017

Administrative Aide VI

6

Eliza F. Barrientos

September 08, 2017



Veneranda F. Mendoza

December 08, 2015

VACANT

Employees whose place of assignment is regional office but are detailed in provinces:

Rolando C. De Paz - SOCD item detailed in Palawan since 2015
Dennis C. Hilario - SOCD item detailed in Palawan since 2015
Emma N. Lopez - CRASD item detailed in Occidental Mindoro since 2015
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The regional office cooperated with the Central Office to instill efficiency in disbursing funds and
monitoring its balances. Out of the Php 76,996,157.00 for the fiscall year 2020, 99.99 percent was
utilized in the region. This left an unexpended allotment of Php 91,079.88.

FISCAL MANAGEMENT ITEM

ALLOTED BUDGET

ACTUAL
OBLIGATION

UTILIZATION
RATE

BALANCE

Current Appropriations
Personal Services

42,993,887.83

42,902,807.95

91,079.88

99.88%

RLIP

1,175,157.00

1,175,157.00

-

100.00%

MPBF

1,450,000.00

1,450,000.00

-

100.00%

20,992,878.19

20,992,878.19

-

100.00%

A.III.a.1

6,755,000.00

6,755,000.00

-

100.00%

A.III.a.2

1,120,000.00

1,120,000.00

-

100.00%

A.III.b.3

252,000.00

252,000.00

-

100.00%

A.III.c.1

2,257,233.98

2,257,233.98

-

100.00%

76,996,157.00

104,850,445.10

Maintenance & Other Operating Expenses
A.I.a

GRAND TOTAL

43

91,079.88

99.99%

COORDINATION &
PARTNERSHIPS

6
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REGIONAL CENSUS COORDINATION BOARD (RCCB)
PSA MIMAROPA was able to conduct RCCB meetings on the following: August 19, October 8, and
December 17.
On August 19 meeting, the discussed topics are the following:



updated timetable of activities, status of 2020 CPH activities;



updates on the assistance provided by agencies for the 2020 CPH;



computer-aided web interview (CAWI) for RCCB and RSC member agencies; and



updated census information, education and communication materials for publicity.

Out of 29 members, 23 members/representatives attended the meeting, constituting a

quorum of

79 percent.

On October 8 meeting, the discussed topics are the following:



backing out of hired enumerators due to Listahanan 3 activities; and



reporting of census-related activities of NCIP MIMAROPA;

Out of 29 members, 25 members/representatives attended the meeting, constituting a

quorum of

86 percent.

On December 17 meeting, the discussed topic is:



Status of 2020 CPH

Out of 29 members, 25 members/representatives attended the meeting, constituting a
86 percent. It is a joint meeting with RSC.
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quorum of

LECTURE ON FINANCIAL

JOINT MEETING WITH NCIP ORIENTAL

LITERACY

MINDORO

RSSO

MIMAROPA

conducted

a

Recognizing

the

needs

demographic data on the size, distribution and composition

with Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.

of

With the ongoing pandemic, the

memorandum has been signed by PSA and NCIP. At the

activity was conducted via virtual

regional level, a joint meeting was conducted on August

platform. Ms. Melanie N. Condes of

11which was attended by RD Leni Rioflorido, CSS Maribel L.

BSP served as the speaker of the

Bernardo, CSS Efren C. Armonia, SS II Raymond R. Lapus,

training.

and Mr. Cubos of NCIP Oriental Mindoro. Topics discussed

different
their

She

discussed

the

budget techniques and

importance,

the

meeting

were

of

the

policy

a

disaggregated

planning,

following:

2020

a

joint

CPH;

of

Memorandum of Agreement; Strategies in enumerating IP

investing and some frauds and

communities; and Assistance to be provided by NCIP during

scams

2020 CPH trainings and enumeration.

in

online

basics

in

program

have

on

on December 15, in partnership

the

to

Commission

Indigenous
for

(NCIP)

National

lecture series on Financial Literacy

IPs

Peoples

of

money

transactions.

STI WEBINAR ON ENSURING THE CONTINUITY OF QUARTERLY NATIONAL
ACCOUNTS IN THE FACE OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC
RD Leni R. Rioflorido, together with SOCD chief, Ms. Maribel L. Bernardo and two other SOCD staff
attended the Singapore Training Institute (STI) webinar on Ensuring the Continuity of Quarterly
National Accounts in the Face of the COVID-19 pandemic on July 15.
The resource speaker during the webinar was Mr. Robert Dippelsman, the Deputy Division Chief
of the Real Sector Division, International Monetary Fund (IMF) Statistics Department. The
webinar focused on the discussion of the continuity of the operations in the estimation of the
national accounts during a crisis. Impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic were discussed. Based on
the discussion, impacts of the crisis varies among countries with considerations of several factors
such as degree of spread, health effects, lockdowns and other restrictions.
It was emphasized that the pandemic causes problems for quarterly national accounts in terms of
the advance release calendar, heightened interest in second quarter data and may also affect the
timing of the annual national accounts compilation for 2019. Some challenges posted include the
slower response from data providers, non-response, work from home arrangement of the data
suppliers, limitations on network access and security.
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